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Executive Summary
The AEGLE platform offers a scalable solution for analyzing big healthcare data. The platform offers high end data
security and an EU compliant pseudo-anonymisation procedure to ensure data analysis and storage on a secure
cloud platform accessible only to users with the necessary access requirements. The platform can be offered with
two user interfaces (UI); a research-oriented UI (R&D-UI) and a clinical decision support UI (CDS-UI). Both can be
customized to the user’s needs. The platform has been developed for three scenarios: analyzing NGS and
immunogenetics data; analyzing monitoring data in the ICU; and analyzing EHR data for non-malignant chronic
diseases such as diabetes.
The platform for analyzing NGS and immunogenetics data has been developed for researchers working on chronic
lymphocytic leukaemia. However, the platform can also be used by researchers in academic institutes, commercial
labs and industry who are studying NGS and immunogenetics data in other diseases. The platform offers
acceleration services for whole exome/genome and RNA-sequencing data when aligning reads prior to variant
calling, annotation and interpretation and transcript assembly and expression analysis. Immunogenetic data can
be filtered and analysed, enabling categorization of stereotyped subsets, mutation analysis and computation of
public and exclusive clonotypes in samples. The visualization tools offer an integrated presentation of results from
multiple data types for easier and faster interpretation. The analyses of immunogenetics data is a feature that
distinguishes AEGLE from competitors such as DNANexus and SevenBridges.
For the ICU, a platform can be offered with a CDS-UI and an R&D-UI. Customers are clinical researchers, clinicians,
hospital policy makers and management. The platform was developed using data from ventilation and biosignal
monitors and offers accelerated (predictive) analytics for nutrition optimization, deterioration, ineffective efforts
(at ventilation) and high driving pressure. Some of these analytics are also offered by competitors (i.e. Bernouili
One, Philips, iMDSoft, Nestle Health) in both CDS platforms and research platforms for quality improvement. Given
the recent ECJ decision in the Philips case (ECJ 7 December 2017, C-329/16), we would assume the CDS-UI for the
ICU will be considered a medical device. This means that a clinical study would be needed prior to implementation
of the CDS part of the system.
For non-malignant chronic diseases, AEGLE can initially offer a research platform that allows clinical researchers,
hospital policy makers and management to analyse their own EHR data. The platform and analytics available in
AEGLE offer users much more flexibility in deciding what they would like to analyse and for which patient
populations in their hospital they would like to develop/use predictive analytics. The analytics included can
facilitate research into pharmacovigilance, treatment response, and complications whilst the visualization tools
such as heat maps and population pyramids can be used for hypothesis generation but also presentation of quality
metrics. The majority of contacts for this scenario are situated in the UK, therefore this will be the main starting
point for sales.
Targeting these three markets could potentially enable the start-up to break even in the second or third year. Sales
would be executed directly and using the network of users that have been involved in development. Two revenue
strategies are presented with the first based on a monthly license and the second being solely based on the
utilisation of the resources consumed. The expected three-year return on investment would be 21.33 for the first
strategy and 2.14 for the second. These revenue estimates have considered all license and personnel costs and
include the financial burden of a clinical trial and free trial use.
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1.Value Proposition
The AEGLE platform enables large databases to be pseudo-anonymized and aggregated, and has the ability to
retain analytical software that is tailored for the detailed analysis of large volumes of data within a secure
environment. It enables the sharing of data and the utilisation of data in a co-operative manner never seen before.

1.1 The Intensive Care
For the ICU, key customers are (academic) hospitals that have an Intensive Care Unit (ICU). The AEGLE start-up will
offer a cloud-based platform with two user interfaces. One for research and development and another for clinical
practice. The research and development user interface (R&D-UI) can be used for hypothesis testing, quality
improvement, and developing predictive analytics. The clinical decision support user interface (CDS-UI) enables
the clinician to request real time results from analyses of monitoring and EHR data. Preliminary results from a
questionnaire distributed amongst ICU clinicians illustrated that clinicians are equally interested in a tool for
clinical decision support as a tool for performing research. Moreover, it seems that the primary motivation for
adopting big data analytics for ICU clinicians/researchers is to improve health and gain a competitive advantage.

1.1.1 R&D-UI
The value chain and benefits of AEGLE offered to customers interested in ICU research are depicted in Figure 1.
Moreover, we have also illustrated which benefits are already offered by competitors. Those aspects noted in red
are benefits in which AEGLE distinguishes itself from the competition. We will refer to the potential customers
(clinical researchers; policy makers; and hospital management) as the user.

Data and users
In the ICU, data is currently collected in the EHR and by monitors that measure vital signs. The AEGLE platform
supports data from multichannel ICU monitors and ventilators. Users are clinical researchers in the hospital
wishing to improve patient care by improving or personalizing algorithms. The R&D-UI can be used for conducting
research into the influence of trends in monitoring data on clinical outcomes. Furthermore, for hospital
management and policy makers the analysis of both monitoring and EHR data on a monthly basis could enable
easier collection of quality metrics to facilitate benchmarking activities and development and evaluation of quality
improvement programs. Besides outcomes such as mortality and length of stay, insight into the development of
ineffective effort events (IEEVs), nutrition adherence, ventilation interaction and deterioration could be used to
determine whether targets are achieved, and illustrate good practice.

Cloud-based storage and management
Several existing solutions offer local data storage and management (iMDSoft, Bernouilli and Moberg solutions)
whilst AEGLE offers scalable, fast cloud-based storage and data management. With AEGLE, the patient data is
pseudo-anonymized conforming to EU regulations prior to uploading. The data of individual patients can be
updated regularly (i.e. every time the user logs into the CDS-UI) and this data can be used to improve and
customize existing algorithms.

Analyses
The R&D-UI offers an extensive package of descriptive and predictive analytics. For example, the user can analyse
and predict deterioration and high driving pressure and analyse ineffective efforts and suboptimal nutrition.
Researchers have the ability to further improve and customize predictive analytics and present results using
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customized visualization tools. All analyses can be accelerated to generate results faster. The analytics and
visualisation tools can be used both for research and generating quality metrics to gain insight into the
characteristics of ICU patients. Platforms such as iMDsoft and the Phillips eICU do include analytics for
deterioration [1]. However, the analytics for high driving pressure and the identification of ineffective efforts are
truly unique for the AEGLE platform.
There are several platforms available for the ICU that aim to enable ICU research, quality improvement and clinical
decision support. Bernouilli Health for instance offers alarms for clinical decision support and real time analytics as
well as research and benchmarking facilities. However, Bernouilli Health is oriented on the US market and HIPAA
compliant along with many other platforms (i.e. Banner Health, Advanced ICU care, Intouch health). Initiatives
such as Dr Foster enable identification of patients readmitted after a sepsis diagnosis but does not offer complex
insights using monitoring data. An excellent example of competitors that illustrate the relevance of analyzing
retrospective data for quality control is presented by Etiometry who operate in the US. They offer a Quality
Improvement Sandbox that enables storage of EHR data, and analyses and querying to explore the quality of care
in a hospital.
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Figure 1. The benefits of the AEGLE platform for ICU research. Benefits unique to AEGLE are highlighted in Red

1.1.2 CDS-UI
In the ICU, timely intervention is crucial but challenging because it often requires integration and rapid analyses of
large amounts of monitoring and EHR data. Notifying clinicians when problems occur in clinical practice with the
CDS-UI could enable them to intervene. The value chain is presented in Figure 2 .

Data and users
For the ICU, the AEGLE platform supports data from multichannel ICU monitors and ventilators. The primary user
will consist of ICU clinical professionals wishing to monitor their patients.
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Figure 2. The benefits of the AEGLE platform for ICU clinical decision support. Benefits unique to AEGLE are highlighted in
Red

Real-time clinical decision support
The cloud features and regular data updates are similar to the R&D-UI. The platform aims to provide real-time
clinical decision support for identifying suboptimal nutrition, deterioration, ineffective efforts and possibly high
driving pressure. These results are then visualized on the local dashboard enabling the clinician to intervene. A
detailed description of the included analytics can be found in 1.1.3.

1.1.3 Analytics included
An ineffective effort is a failed attempt of patients to trigger the mechanical ventilator into providing a breath.
Clusters of these ineffective efforts, also defined as ineffective effort events (IEEVs), have been associated with
prolonged ICU length of stay (LOS) and increased hospital mortality [2]. The AEGLE analytics in the CDS-UI trigger a
warning when IEEVs occur enabling the clinician to intervene. Better management of IEEVs has the potential to
generate health benefits (i.e. reduced mortality and increased quality adjusted life years) and financial savings for
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hospitals who are funded on a DRG basis (Table 1). Moreover, these health benefits and financial savings can
already be achieved if the intervention is successful for a very small subset of patients.
Nutrition- Many patients receive enteral nutrition due to their inability to consume nutrients. However, there is
considerable uncertainty and heterogeneity in the amount of nutrition patients should receive. This depends on
biomarkers such as temperature but also on their health state. Analytics in the CDS-UI aim to improve nutrition
monitoring for ICU patients. Improved nutrition monitoring could ensure that the proportion of patients for which
the targeted nutrition is reached increases with 0.34. Moreover, improving nutrition monitoring has the potential
to generate savings by reducing nosocomial (i.e. pneumonia, bacteremia, urinary tract) infections (€804 per
patient).
Table 1. Benefits of better management of IEEVs

Benefits
Scenario 1

Reduction in
Hospital mortality
3%

QALYs*
gained
0.22

Financial savings per
patient
€248

3%

0.22

€1079

(Costs of an ICU day €671)

Scenario 2
(Costs of an ICU day €2015)
*Quality Adjusted Life Years

Combined, the analytics for IEEVs and nutrition hold the potential to generate financial savings (varying from
€37,056 to €51,521 per year per bed) and improved health (2.90 QALYs per bed per year and a 34% increase in
nutrition adherence).
Deterioration- Finally, early identification of patients at risk of deteriorating in general wards has been associated
with improved health outcomes [4]. It is plausible that analysis of vital signs in an ICU setting would result in earlier
identification of deterioration. Subsequently, a clinician can intervene at an earlier moment and possibly improve
outcomes of patients. The analytics that will be included in the CDS-UI will attempt to monitor vital signs to predict
early deterioration enabling intervention.
High driving pressure- The R&D-UI will also include analytics for research into high driving pressure. High driving
pressure represents excessive strain of the lungs during mechanical ventilation. In the AEGLE analyses an
association was found between mortality and high driving pressure in patients with assisted modes of mechanical
ventilation. At this point a large clinical trial is required to further explore the health benefits in terms of mortality.
The AEGLE platform could facilitate this.

1.2 Bioinformatics research
NGS technologies have enabled faster and much cheaper collection of data on the human genome, epigenome,
transcriptome etc. Moreover, they facilitate deeper and more accurate coverage of specific areas of interest e.g.
antigen receptor genes, particular oncogenes etc. This has prompted an increase in data and the need for data
researchers [5] such as bioinformaticians and bioscientists in academic, commercial and clinical settings.
Therefore, key customers for the bioinformatics research value proposition are researchers and lab diagnosticians
in academia, commercial laboratories and biotech companies.
Analyses of high throughput sequencing data enable bioinformaticians and bioscientists in clinical institutes and
commercial laboratories to identify markers for better understanding a given disease and developing predictive
disease models. Increased knowledge of disease development and progression can be especially useful in diseases
with heterogeneous presentation and clinical outcomes. This heterogeneous nature of a disease challenges the
ability of clinicians to provide appropriate care for individual patients. In chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), the
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most frequent adult hematologic cancer, the clinical course can vary from progression within a year and short
overall survival to very indolent disease where a patient never requires treatment and dies of natural causes even
after decades. For a disease such as CLL, providing scientists with the tools to generate value from NGS biodata
empowers translational clinical research and improves disease understanding and informs clinical decision making.
For instance, the ability to improve subclassification could eventually result in the development of stratification
schemes for use in clinical practice.
The pharmaceutical industry is faced with many challenges, including the rapidly increasing costs of drug
development and the declining probability of market approval. Making good use of the wealth of genetic data
emerged as a valid strategy for addressing these challenges, hence resulting in the increased adoption of NGS
analytics during drug development. Throughout this phase, high-throughput biomolecular analysis can be used to
determine therapeutic targets, identify and improve potential drugs, identify early surrogate outcomes (i.e.
biomarker response), and improve the understanding of drugs and drug combinations [6]. For clinical trial
development, NGS data can be used to determine predictive biomarkers for identifying expected responders and
non-responders, but also toxicity and resistance with the ultimate goal of optimizing patient selection for trials [6].
These ‘personalized trials’ are associated with a higher response rate and prolonged progression free survival
compared to non-personalized trials [7] and trials based on biomarkers have a considerably higher probability of
success in all phases [8]. Moreover, costs of clinical drug development for lung cancer dropped considerably when
conducted with a biomarker (from 1.89 billion USD to 1.4 billion USD) [9]. Not paradoxically, therefore, many
pharmacological industries adopt NGS technologies [10], including those active in CLL clinical research. This
coincides with a large increase in companies offering commercial software and platforms for analyses of
sequencing data [11].
The AEGLE start-up would offer a platform consisting of a cloud-based solution where accelerated analyses of
pseudo-anonymised NGS data can be conducted. In Figure 3 we present the activities where AEGLE can assist
researchers when analyzing NGS data. Moreover, we have also illustrated which benefits are already offered by
competitors. Those aspects noted in red are benefits in which AEGLE distinguishes itself from the competition. We
will refer to the potential customers (researchers in academia, commercial laboratories and the industry) as the
user.

1.2.1 Data
The platform offers all standard analytics for human genome, exome and transcriptome data: moreover, the ability
to concurrently analyze NGS immunogenetics data is unique to AEGLE at present.

1.2.2 Users
The AEGLE platform can be used by those without advanced programming expertise. The platform has an
accessible, user friendly interface and de novo visualization tools to enable the user to easily view the results of an
analysis. This contrasts with other platforms such as Google Genomics that require users to program their own
pipelines and visualisation capabilities. Meanwhile, the platform will still support bioinformaticians in building their
own pipelines or implementing existing pipelines (i.e. from the literature).

1.2.3 Cloud-based storage and management
Data are initially collected by biomedical scientists, sequenced and converted (in an automated way) to the
appropriate format using available tools offered by vendors like Illumina. Once the appropriate file format is
available, AEGLE enables the pseudo-anonymization of their data, conforming to EU regulations, and its upload on
AEGLE’s private cloud. As already pinpointed in the competition analysis, cloud-based solutions are offered by
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competitors but most of them adhere to HIPAA regulations (i.e. Cotahealthcare, Oncoanalytics) whilst
InterpretOmics can only be used in the Asian market. AEGLE offers a solid access control mechanism ensuring
security of data whilst enabling a workspace where users can share analytics, workflows and datasets with
collaborators whom have been granted access. For instance, in the AEGLE CLL use case, researchers from Greece
can securely share data with colleagues from their research team in Sweden and/or Italy. Non-cloud solutions such
as those offered by Illumina Base Space and Vector NTI previously required researchers to exchange hard-drives
with NGS data.

1.2.4 Analysis
For whole exome and genome sequencing data and for RNA-sequencing data the platform aims to offer faster read
alignment/mapping. Alignment refers to the comparison of a read to a reference genome. Alignment is a timeconsuming accurate process. The standard third-party tools for alignment are available in the AEGLE platform. The
platform also offers high performance next-generation DNA sequencing utilising Maxeler acceleration technology.
The platform allows variant calling, annotation and interpretation for whole exome and genome sequencing data.
It is determined during the variant calling phase whether the sequence reads differ from the reference genome.
The variants then need to be interpreted and assessed for their relevance. BAM-files are locally realigned around
small insertions and deletions (indels) using GATK. Single nucleotide variants (SNV) and indels were identified with
FreeBayes. The UnifiedGenotyper in the GATK is used in the final step for variant calling using a Bayesian model.
For RNA-sequencing data the platform offers transcript assembly and quantification after which differential gene
expression analysis can be performed.
The immunogenetics pipelines employ IMGT reports as input. They first enable the filtering of these reports. The
filtered data are then employed in two directions, a) generation of gene repertoires and
clonotypes, enabling computation of public and exclusive clonotypes for intrapatient comparison, or intrapatient
temporal comparison, and b) detailed mutation analysis, allowing clustering of sequences employing their
mutational patterns and also various physicochemical properties, or investigations at positional level.
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Figure 3. The benefits of the AEGLE platform for bioinformatics research. Benefits unique to AEGLE are highlighted in Red

For all datatypes, the AEGLE platform offers users the ability to develop their own pipelines and analytics but also
enables less computer literate users to use the predefined pipelines and (predictive) analytics. In addition, the
WES, RNAseq and Immunogenetic analysis outcome are employed as 'features' that can be fed in machine learning
approaches. As such, preliminary results are already trained for the prediction of response to treatment or clinical
progression.

1.2.5

Visualisation

Relevant to mention in this respect, the AEGLE platform also offers an integrated presentation of results. A major
challenge for bioinformaticians and bioscientists is to manage and visualize all types of NGS data simultaneously.
The AEGLE platform enables bioscientists to identify and visualize complex associations between gene panel data
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and RNA sequencing data for example. This is not currently possible with existing platforms, which require
advanced programming skills to develop a customized solution which limits comparability.

1.2.6 Flexible pricing
The platforms offered in current care are often expensive, for instance, Illumina offers access to their cloud-based
genomics platform for $12,000 per year for 10 terabytes of storage [11] (in the case of AEGLE this is €2,960). The
AEGLE platform can be purchased independently from existing NGS analytics and adopts a flexible, scalable model
where users only pay for the storage and run-time they use.

1.2.7 CDS-UI for CLL
At this point we will focus development on an R&D-UI, as NGS is not yet part of routine clinical practice for
diagnosing CLL. A paradigm shift will have to take place before this is the case but the start-up should be ready for
these changes. Therefore, an initial activity of the start-up is to develop an upgraded version of the R&D-UI to
enable use in clinical practice. The upgraded version of the UI could include (results from) the predictive analytics
that are currently included in the R&D-UI. The start-up can have these services ready for when adoption is feasible.
At this point, results from research using for instance predictive analytics for treatment response in the R&D-UI
may also be included into clinical practice using guidelines, depending on the complexity of the results. However,
implementing a model for disease progression using a CDS-UI for clinicians might not be cost-effective right now
because of the costs of a CDS-UI combined with the high costs of NGS implementation and the high costs of NGS
execution (Appendix A). However, this option will become interesting in the (near) future when NGS is accepted
and adopted in clinical practice for diagnosing CLL, when many complex models for diagnosing and treating CLL
patients need to be adopted in clinical practice, and the costs of high-throughput sequencing drop.

1.3 Chronic disease management
For the chronic disease value proposition there are three key customers: clinical researchers; policy makers; and
clinicians. The value proposition and benefits of AEGLE offered to customers interested in chronic disease research
and management are depicted in Figure 4. Moreover, we have also illustrated which benefits are already offered
by competitors. Those aspects noted in red are benefits in which AEGLE distinguishes itself from the competition.
We will refer to the potential customers (clinical researchers; policy makers; and clinicians) as the user.

1.3.1 Data
There are providers that offer management and analyses of EHR data. However, the benefit of AEGLE is that it can
easily handle the addition and analysis of for instance constant blood glucose monitoring to the patient data.
Therefore, the scalability of AEGLE ensures it can handle any future changes to the data, such as the addition of
monitoring data, collected for diabetes mellitus type 2 (T2D) care.

1.3.2 Users
The customers include clinical researchers and academics interested in disease modelling, policy makers and
management in hospitals and clinical commissioning groups. The start-up can illustrate the value of the platform
by collaborating with parties managing large diabetes databases (national and international) at an early stage. The
platform facilitates easier data management and analysis for researchers wishing to access these databases. Since
the database owners receive funding when users wish to access their database, the attractiveness of their
database to researchers should be of interest to them. This provides AEGLE with the ability to illustrate how the
platform can be successfully used and to validate and improve the predictive algorithms with large datasets.
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For hospital management, policy makers and healthcare systems at large there is the challenge in regards of the
large differences between practices [12]. To have a better understanding of variations between practices in the
UK, it was recommended to improve systematic and routine collection of such dataError! Bookmark not defined..
Analysis of this data using AEGLE can enable strategic decision-making and facilitate policy decisions on how
hospital quality and which interventions should receive funding can be improved.
The EHR data can also be used to evaluate real-world efficacy of drugs, identify long term adverse events of drugs
and identify the effects (both positive and negative) of varying combinations of drugs. Analysis of EHR data can
facilitate the industry in trial planning and evaluating long term efficacy and adverse events. This is already offered
by competitors in the US such as FlatIron. The value for the pharmaceutical industry is not in direct use of the
analytics framework offered within AEGLE. However, offering the framework to regional database owners (i.e.
trusts, clinical commissioning groups) enables them to analyse data and offer the results to pharmaceutical
companies for a fee. A challenge with this option in the UK hospital setting is the dependency on EHR vendors.

1.3.3 Data collection and merging
In current care the data is collected in the EHR by clinicians, laboratories and sometimes patients. Upon request
from the user, data must be extracted from the system by the commercial EHR vendor. This has also motivated
users within AEGLE to set up databases of their own (i.e. Prowellness). If a user wishes to combine databases, he or
she will have to ensure (often with help from their IT department) that the structures of these databases align. The
AEGLE platform demonstrates the ability to merge databases at the cloud level to create a large dataset given the
underlying data structures are identical, thereby harnessing and releasing the full potential of big data analysis for
the diabetic patient group.
The merging of patient datasets is an important step to conducting research on larger datasets, which is of
particular value in both rare diseases and common but heterogeneous diseases. The aggregation and connectivity
of patient data allows retrospective analysis of real-world data. Connecting and analyzing real world data such as
was done in the Salford Lung Study enables the industry to illustrate the true and long term value of new
pharmaceuticals. From discussion with both healthcare providers and industry it seems this is of interest to both
parties. The AEGLE platform offers a unique arena for the development of a health community where a core
minimal dataset could be developed and utilised by all users, agreeing to share their data and utilise it for the
improved care of patients. This would require collaboration and also the motivation for AEGLE to focus on users
that possess large databases. Examples of useful developments for data sharing already exist for Neonatal
Intensive care, such as the national UK based Clevermed system (Badgernet) as well as the international Vermont
Oxford database to which Neonatal units submit data for analysis.

1.3.4 Cloud-based storage and management
In current practice, providers such as Dr Foster, Clevermed and NorthWest Ehealth store data off-site in local
systems in databases, which are updated frequently. However, local storage is suboptimal when a user wishes to
store and analyse large amounts of complex data and when a user would like access from multiple sites. Therefore,
AEGLE offers a cloud-based solution. Prior to uploading the data they are pseudo-anonymized conforming to EU
regulations. Cloud-based solutions for analyzing EHR data are not new since they are already offered in the US by
providers such as FlatIron.
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Figure 4. The benefits of the AEGLE platform for chronic diseases. Benefits unique to AEGLE are highlighted in Red

1.3.5 Customized analytics
The current providers in the UK perform analyses and provide users with a report or an alert when there are
changes in the patient population (i.e. in terms of mortality). However, a hospital is only informed retrospectively
of changes in mortality or length of stay. It would be much preferable to anticipate and prevent problems by
identifying patients at risk of adverse outcomes. AEGLE offers users the ability to use, develop and improve
predictive analytics and stratification of patients with chronic diseases. Stratification of diabetic patients into
cohorts can be performed using criteria including age, duration of diabetes, weight/BMI, ethnicity, smoking status
and co-morbidities to enable personalization of care. Users can attempt to improve the quality of the care
provided, by determining profiles of patients with a higher risk of complications or suboptimal treatment response
in the patient population of the hospital.
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The analytics enable users to assess the expected treatment response and risk score of an individual patient,
enabling timely intervention and adjustment of treatment. Prediction of the response of particular third-line drugs
will reduce the costs of prescribing these expensive agents by reducing trials of n=1 which are currently common
practice. A considerable number of patients for instance receives but does not seem to respond to a combination
of sodium-glucose transporters (SGLTs) with glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) mimetics. Identifying factors
associated with (non-)response could potentially save money (£1696 on average per patient) for healthcare
payers. Moreover, it enables an individualized therapy for patients and limits the exposure of patients to sideeffects, such as genital infection, of the non-effective drug.
Moreover, existing risk prediction tools such as the QRisk score, could be refined (e.g. Qrisk does not include
hyperlipidaemia yet this is well known to affect outcomes). The AEGLE platform offer refined risk scores to
stimulate increased use of such risk scores in clinical practice. The analyses of common complications arising in
type 2 diabetes, namely visual, cardiovascular and renal impairment enables development of risk scores. Patients
that require more intensive monitoring can be identified, thereby opening up the prospect of intervention to
ameliorate the risk. The production of a risk scores are suitable for an app that could be free or at low cost (e.g.
accessible by a license paid centrally).
Moreover, the platform allows a user to visualize the data, generate quality metrics and explore differences
between providers using for instance population pyramids and heat maps. These have the added value that they
could be useful for researchers in planning of clinical trials: a population pyramid facilitates the population
breakdown into those with the active complication and those not affected so that you can target the specific
population for most benefit. Likewise a heat map may enable known as well as unknown associations to be viewed
so that suitable hypothesis generation could be made for the planning of a clinical trial. The currently presented
platform allows the ability to consider further possibilities to prospectively collect data. For instance by use of an
app where diabetes patients can use risk scores if they are willing to share data.
The solutions offered by AEGLE are scalable and can handle large amounts of complex data. At this point it can well
be that the EHR records of one trust or hospital are not considered big data. However, if hospitals decide to
include for instance results from constant blood glucose monitoring into the EHR, the AEGLE platform offers
solutions that align with the changes of increasing size and complexity of the data. To conclude, home monitoring
and genetic analyses are becoming increasingly important in chronic disease management and a framework
developed for analyzing data in healthcare at this point needs to anticipate the increase of intensive data sources
the coming years. AEGLE is well fitted for this.

1.3.6 Data as a service
There are several parties that offer data as a service. FlatIron adheres to US regulations and ethical procedures. A
UK initiative is ‘Patient knows best’ which offers an EHR managed by patients. In this EHR patients have the option
to give their consent for their data to be shared. It is recommended that AEGLE aims to focus on the possibility to
collect data in the future by offering an app for diabetes patients to track their health. Similar to other apps,
patients must agree to the terms on which their data is shared and used for other purposes prior to use. An
alternative would be to collaborate with already existing health trackers (i.e. Glucose Buddy). This could provide
the start-up the possibility in the future to offer not only the platform but also the data as a service.
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2. The Markets
Here we will provide a description of the competition, the total available markets and share of the markets AEGLE
aims to serve. Since AEGLE offers a technical solution the start-up is relatively flexible, therefore not many
limitations are expected in the served available market. For the cloud facilities, the start-up can simply rent the
extra required resources from Azure. However, it should be considered that sufficient personnel is available to
offer the required consultancy services to scale up the services when required.

2.1 Competition
The underlying cloud-based platform is generic and applicable to many fields, types of hospital departments (i.e.
surgical or intensive care) and industries. A key advantage of the platform compared to other cloud platforms is
the ability to provide a flexible software solution and accelerated analytics. The cloud-based approach offered by
AEGLE enables the user to rapidly analyze and store large amounts of data. The platform provides services for
pseudo-anonymization of the data prior to uploading it onto the cloud platform. The pseudo-anonymization
enables data-owners to upload their data conforming to EU regulations such that patients have a random ID
number and cannot be identified. The data-owner is in possession of the pseudo-anonymized IDs such that results
from analyses at the cloud level can be translated back to individual patients in their EHR at the local level.
As a general conclusion the competition is still in development phase. During the reporting period more than 100
cases were examined in order to define the competition of AEGLE as well as determine where AEGLE stands
compared with other players active in the field of healthcare analytics. Based on the analysis performed, it was
found that there is not a direct competitor for AEGLE, as the combination of big-data, analytics for many
healthcare scenarios (genetics, processing of the EHR records for chronic diseases, and critical care) and
acceleration services provided through a fully scalable cloud-based PaaS is unique. In order to discover the closest
competitors of AEGLE, and identify the advantages and disadvantages, we examined several companies per case
relevant to the ones covered by the project. More specifically the competition in three distinct cases was analysed:

 Genetics-Oncology: which is relevant to AEGLE genetics case
 EHR management and analytics: which is relevant to the AEGLE T2DM case
 Acute and critical care: which is relevant to the AEGLE ICU case
Additionally, a general category was defined relating to health (but does not belong to the categories above).
These results as well as the entire competition overview can be found in annex 1. For each one of these
competitors the following criteria were assessed:









The health cases supported
The type of solution provided (cloud, PaaS, DaaS, applications)
The analytics provided and the features of the provided solutions
The provision of acceleration services
The target segments and whether they are available in the market
The pricing strategy
Compliancy with certain data privacy frameworks

The subsections below present the competition for an indicative set of competitors for each case.
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2.1.1 ICU data analytics platforms
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For critical and acute care more than 20 cases where examined. The most interesting cases identified are: (1)
ehCOS by everis, (2) Intesix. (3) eICU Research Institute provided by Philips, (4) Moberg (5) iMDsoft, (6) Bernouilli
One provided by Bernouilli and (7) Etiometry platform. Solutions address both clinical and research needs. Despite
this, their adoption in a full clinical setting is limited. The solutions implement (predictive) analytics for various ICU
cases such as sepsis/CRBSI (by eICU research Institute) or models to improve ventilation support. Bernouilli One,
Moberg, iMDsoft and the eICU Research Institute support smart alarms. Moreover, the solutions support various
standards, like HL7, DiCOM or MIMIC. One of these competitive cases (e.g. Bernouilli One) is currently certified
(FDA Class II) and most target the US market, except ehCOS and iMDsoft. A competitive advantage of Philips, is
that they offer data for research purposes alongside their solution (including two years of recording 2014-2015).
Additionally, competitive solutions have established agreements with other companies which accelerates their
market entrance. The figure below summarizes the characteristics of the main competitors against AEGLE:

x
x
x
x
MIMIC, DICOM,
EU

PaaS

x
PaaS

Open

Open

Use Cases
Use Cases
Clinicians,
Clinicians,
Researchers Researchers
N/A
Package based
Yes

Figure 5. Competition ICU

2.1.2 Biotechnology related data analytics platforms
The genetics data analytics market is crowded and competitive. Well established companies like Illumina
(especially Illumina BaseSpace) and QIAGEN are found in this field, providing their software solutions combined
with the devices used to perform the DNA analysis. Cloud-based PaaS are common and analytics address analysis
and visualisation of DNA sequences, precision medicine (Cotahealthcare), risk management and statistical analysis
(Watson), and patient profiling (Syapse). By some, solutions are provided as a software development kit
(DNAnexus or Google Cloud Genomics, BaseSpace), enabling mainly bioinformaticians and bioinformatics scientists
to build their own analytic pipelines. Often, solutions are built over a commercial cloud provider (e.g, Amazon,
Microsoft Azure setups), while acceleration services are only provided by two companies (Illumina and QIAGEN).
Regarding their strategies, most are service and license-based starting from 1200$ per year, while Google Cloud
Genomics, adopt a pay-as-you-go model. The majority of the competitors are found in the acceleration phase and
have raised considerable funds in order to perform this process. The figure below summarizes the characteristics
of the main competitors against AEGLE.
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Figure 6. Competition Bioinformatics Research
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2.1.3 T2DM related data analytics platforms
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For Chronic Disease management the market is less crowded. Most solutions are found in the literature and used
for research. Though commercial solutions are few, they are from big players in the field (Microsoft and Watson).
Nonetheless, their market presence is limited to use case level (i.e. 8 for Dr Foster). The majority of the
competitors provide predictive analytics for risk management. The solutions are provided as a SaaS or a PaaS and
require customisation prior to introduction in a certain domain for chronic disease management. Targeted users
are clinicians, researchers, policy makers and patients. The nature of analytics for corporate wellness are similar to
those offered by AEGLE and therefore, potential competitors can also be found there (e.g. Vivametica) despite the
fact that there is not a direct connection with chronic diseases. Pricing models are not available, but a packetbased approach is popular for such solutions starting from 1100$ per year, and charging premium and consultation
services. Finally, where available the examined solutions comply with HIPAA regulations targeting primarily the US
market. The figure below summarizes the characteristics of the main competitors against AEGLE.
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Figure 7. Competition Chronic Diseases

2.2 Intensive Care Unit Market
2.2.1 Total available market
The target market for the intensive care solutions offered by AEGLE consists of all European hospitals that have an
intensive care unit. There are 2,068,892 acute care beds in Europe of which 73,585 are critical care beds [13]. This
estimate of critical care beds excludes intermediate care beds. The average size of a European ICU is 16 beds [14]
and therefore the European market would consist of an estimated 4,600 hospitals.
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2.2.2 Share of Market
There are several factors that could limit the share of the market AEGLE could reach. First there are competitors of
which two definitely reduce the AEGLE target market. First of all, there is Philips. It is uncertain at this point how
many hospitals adopt the Philips EICU in Europe, however in terms of monitoring Philips is considered to be the
global market leader and especially in multi-parameter monitoring of vital signs (17%-42%) [15]. Those hospitals
that already adopt Philips vital-signs monitors may be more likely to adopt Philips solutions for their vital signs
analyses. This reduces the target market for AEGLE to 31,000 beds. Another major competitor would be iMDSoft
which serves over 350 hospitals worldwide [16]. Therefore, this could reduce the target market even further to
25,000 beds (1,562 hospitals).
For all ICUs it will be interesting to adopt these analytics since they can improve patient health. However, the
marketing strategy should depend on the individual customer. For the start-up it will be of interest to focus initially
on those hospitals for which there is no perverse incentive to prolong length of stay. If hospitals are solely funded
on a fee for service basis or paid per patient day which covers the expenses, it is rewarding to prolong LOS.
Therefore, adopting a tool that might reduce LOS is not necessarily an interesting investment. In the majority of EU
countries hospital care is not funded on a fee-for-service basis [17]. In some countries however, private hospitals
do use a FFS basis [17] and the number of private for profit hospitals is higher (Greece 32.8%, France 23,7%) [18]
for which it is possible that they are funded on a Fee-For-Service basis [17].
The exact number of hospitals that has perverse incentives to reduce LOS is uncertain. However, because of this
and the competition the initial share of the European market that AEGLE aims to serve the coming three years
after launching the prototype was kept low at 3%

2.3 Bioinformatics Research Market
2.3.1 Target Market and Segments
For the CLL PaaS the target market consists of companies and research institutes that employ bio-informatics
researchers whom analyse next generation sequencing (NGS) data. Therefore, the market includes all European
biotechnology companies, academic biotechnology research centers and commercial laboratories adopting NGS. In
2002 a European report conducted a study on the number of academic research centers that adopted
biotechnologies. They found 504 biotechnology research centers [19]. The number of companies in the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry that could adopt the PaaS for genetics research is considerably higher.
Thus far, roughly 1500 companies have been identified in European countries [20]. For commercial laboratories,
Whitten et al. interviewed more than 3000 commercial laboratories in Western Europe to determine adoption of
NGS in these labs [21]. They found that the country with the lowest number of labs that adopted NGS was
Germany (7%). Therefore, besides 1500 companies and 500 biotechnology research centres an estimated 210 (7%
of the initial 3000) commercial labs can be added to the target market.

2.3.2 Share of Market
It is challenging to identify the market share that the competitors currently hold because of several factors. First,
different platforms but also tools are used for different types of NGS data and bioinformaticians also develop their
own analytics. Of course, there are platforms for performing the actual sequencing, such as Illumina that also offer
analytic tools. Illumina delivers to 90% of the global market for the actual performance of sequencing [22] and
because of this they have an advantage in offering their analytics to users. Therefore, we assumed they also have a
larger market share in providing analytics. Moreover, Illumina are active in Europe and have recently increased
efforts to facilitate customers in the European market [23]. However, a disadvantage of Illumina is the inability of
users to easily share data between users distributed at different sites. DNAnexus on the other hand do offer this
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ability and are one of the global leaders in genomic data analytics [24]. DNAnexus states that they also operate on
the European market however, as to date, no large-scale publications of collaborations in Europe are available.
Nonetheless, the challenges faced with visualisation and the ability to analyse different types of genomic datatypes
simultaneously are benefits that the AEGLE R&D-UI could offer. Therefore, for the return on investment analysis
we have assumed we can reach 1.5% of the European market in the coming years. It is likely that in the future the
market for the biotech industry will grow considerably [25]. This aligns with the increased interest in precision
medicine, the reduced prices of NGS technologies, general acceptance of NGS technologies in everyday clinical
practice and the challenges faced by the pharmaceutical industry in drug development.

2.4 Non-malignant chronic diseases market
The primary market for the T2D value proposition will be the UK since at this point the primary contacts for the
scenario are placed here and the initial data for which the predictive analytics are developed are also placed here.
For the R&D-UI the UK is beneficial because initiatives relating to quality monitoring are not new and
benchmarking initiatives are promoted [12]. Only recently it was emphasized that errors in diabetes management
are frequent (determined in this case using an audit) but these results were not effectively used to improve care
[26]. This is of course an aspect which the AEGLE platform hopes to improve. Moreover, through the users in the
AEGLE consortium (i.e. Croydon), contacts have been established with a potential collaborator. An advantage for
the CDS-UI in the UK is their focus on cost-effectiveness and cost-reductions in healthcare. If the CDS-UI can
include analytics that have the ability to improve efficiency in care, the system in the UK could facilitate easier
acceptance and adoption.
Moreover, from the perspective of the analytics for pharmacovigilance and treatment response the
pharmaceutical industry considers the UK market of interest for gathering real-world evidence. Stimulated by
government they are active in setting up databases and have recently booked success with the Salford Lung Study
whilst settings such as the US are much challenging because of the important role of insurers.
Thus, the initial target market can be UK hospitals. There are roughly 200 hospitals in the UK [27] distributed over
135 acute non-specialist trusts and 17 acute specialist trusts [28]. Moreover, to illustrate the relevance of offering
the platform to researchers in the NHS; there are 132,673 scientific staff in the NHS compared to 106,430 clinicians
[29]. Involving general practitioner practices would also be an option. At this point there are 7,454 GP practices in
the UK [28].
However, this could also be a limitation to settling in the UK since innovative investments are not always
stimulated. Furthermore, the Brexit could lead to considerable changes in regulations for non-UK companies but
also in the UK economy. Therefore, the users involved in AEGLE are currently also exploring possibilities of
collaborating with owners of Scandinavian databases. In Denmark for instance collection of diabetes data is well
organised in the Danish Adult Diabetes Registry but there are also incentives to reduce costs and improve quality
of care for hospitals. There are national initiatives for data collection and analysis but the use of information
technologies is also generally accepted and well implemented. However, we will also consider the option of having
a considerable larger target market, namely all hospitals in the EU. In the EU there are on average 2.7 hospitals per
100,000 inhabitants [30]. With about 510 million inhabitants this would result in 13,770 hospitals being the
potential marketplace for the Aegle platform.
.
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3.Cost & Revenue Estimation
3.1 AEGLE licensing costs
AEGLE software platform is highly based on open source solutions regarding to the software components
implanting the big data engine, the resource management, the visualisation and analytics libraries. These software
components are under Apache licensing 2.0 conditions that enable the free use of Apache open source software in
commercial products without further licensing or royalty costs [31]. AEGLE software platform is amenable to
licensing condition for only two components:
1.
2.

The Maxeler IDE for accelerator development
The GNUBILA’s FedEHR software product

Maxeler IDE licenses will be provided for free in the startup extracted from AEGLE project, thus zero costs are
considered for the specific licensing. GNUBILA’s licensing for AEGLE’s startup is an annual license.

3.2 AEGLE infrastructure costs
The total platform cost per month can be calculated as follows:

Where:








is the cost for the Virtual Machines where the master nodes of the Kubernetes cluster are deployed.
is the cost for the Virtual Machines of the static services required for the correct operation of the
platform of AEGLE
is the cost for the Virtual Machines of dynamic services, such as workloads and analytics.
is the cost for storage purposes.
is the cost for bandwidth transfer inside and outside the Azure cluster.
is the cost for hardware accelerators.
is the cost for the FedEHR license.

3.2.1 Costs for Kubernetes master nodes (CM)
The master nodes of the cluster should operate indefinitely (24/7), as they are the backbone of Kubernetes
ensuring the fluid and correct operation of the cluster. For reliability and fault tolerance reasons we have deployed
3 Master nodes, however the number of master nodes may vary. Azure cloud forces Kubernetes’ master nodes to
be deployed at D2 v3 machines, which feature 2 vCPUs and 8GiB RAM. The pricing options for the aforementioned
machines on Azure Cloud are shown in the following table:
Pricing for D2 v3 machines (2 vCPUS, 8GiB RAM)
Pay as you go (PayG)
1 year reserved (1yr)
3 years reserved (3yr)
€0.085/hour
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3.2.2 Cost for VMs of static services (CSS) and dynamic services (CDS)
Azure does not provide the ability to deploy a Kubernetes cluster on different machines. As a result, we should
define the requirements of our applications a priori, and choose the appropriate types of machines from the
offered pool of solutions. The static services of AEGLE are the User Interface (UI), the Keycloak Authentication (KC),
the FedEHR anonymizer and the Hadoop cluster. Similarly to master nodes, the VMs hosting these services should
be always up and running for the correct operation of the platform. FedEHR and Hadoop are basically
memory/storage intensive, thus the storage optimized L-series L4 machines featuring 4 vCPUs and 32GiB RAM and
678GiB SSD seem appropriate. On the other hand, the UI and KC are basically computational intensive services and
they should be deployed on compute optimised machines. However, for medium traffic the L4 machines should
meet the computational requirements. The pricing options for L4 machines are shown below:
Pricing for L4 machines (4 vCPUS, 32 GiB RAM, 678 GiB SSD)
Pay as you go (PayG)
1 year reserved (1yr)
3 years reserved (3yr)
€0.312/hour
€0.275/hour
€0.250/hour
Indicatively, we show the prices for three more types of machines, both memory/storage optimized, i.e., the L8, E4
and E8 series:
Pricing for L8 machines (8 vCPUs, 64 GiB RAM, 1388 GiB)
Pay as you go (PayG)
1 year reserved (1yr)
3 years reserved (3yr)
€0.624/hour

€0.550/hour

€0.500/hour

Pricing for E4 machines (4 vCPUS, 32GiB RAM, 64GiB SSD)
Pay as you go (PayG)
1 year reserved (1yr)
3 years reserved (3yr)
€0.266/hour

€0.156/hour

€0.100/hour

Pricing for E8 machines (8 vCPUs, 64 GiB RAM, 128 GiB SSD)
Pay as you go (PayG)
1 year reserved (1yr)
3 years reserved (3yr)
€0.532/hour

€0.312 /hour

€0.200 /hour

As far as the Hadoop service is concerned, in order to provide a high availability cluster, tolerant to failures, we
have configured Kubernetes to schedule HDFS nodes (namenode and datanodes) to different virtual machines.
This way, we provide horizontal scaling of the available storage as well as a data reliable platform. In addition, in a
base case of normal traffic on the platform, we utilize 3 datanodes and 1 namenode. Finally, FedEHR and the UI
can be deployed on the same VMs as the HDFS nodes, since in normal traffic they require minimal resources.
Therefore, for four VMs the base cost for the operation of the static services of the platform is:
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3.2.3 Cost for persistent storage (CS)
As far as storage is concerned, we use 1TB of persistent disk for each HDFS node. The cost for 1TB of File Disk is
€61.44, thus the total cost for basic operation of the platform is:

3.2.4 Cost for hardware accelerators (CHA)
Currently Azure does not provide FPGA hardware acceleration machines. Maxeler typically charges for costs of
hardware which is difficult to project into usage cost. Hence, we use the F1 pricing model which is compatible
hardware to Maxeler MAX5 and available with a per usage pricing model. Amazon provides FPGA accelerators, i.e.,
f1.16large instances featuring 64 vCPUs, 976GiB RAM and 4x960 NVMe SSD. Taking this into consideration, we
estimate an average cost for hardware accelerators equal to the price Amazon offers, which is
. Of
course, these machines will be utilised on demand, so, the total cost depends on the overall usage.

Cost for bandwidth traffic (

)

Finally, Azure charges for outbound data transfers outside the Azure data centers. The pricing for outbound traffic
is shown on the table below:
Pricing for Outbound Data Transfers
Outbound Bytes / month
Cost per GB
First 5 GB
Free
5 GB – 10 TB
€0.074
10 – 50 TB
€0.07
50 – 150 TB
€0.06
150 – 500 TB
€0.043
Over 500 TB
Contact Azure
Outbound data transfers basically occur when users want to download datasets, analyses’ results etc. to their local
computer. Thus, the cost for outbound data transfers highly depends both on the numbers of the users of the
platform, as well as the users’ requirements to have data stored locally on their machines. As far as inbound data
transfers are concerned, Azure does not charge for data going into Azure data centers.

Cost for FedEHR Data Capsule (

)

The FedEHR Data Capsule annual license cost is 24900€. This cost includes 10hours of support. Extra Level 1 and 2
support will cost 96€/hour and level 3 will be 192€/hour.

Overall cost for basic operation of the platform
As mentioned above the total cost can be calculated as follows:

For the basic operation of the platform of AEGLE,

,

and

are zero. Thus, the total cost per month, for

pay as you go, 1-year reserved machines and 3-years reserved machines subscriptions respectively, is as follows:
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Example cluster configurations and respective costs
Lastly, we showcase some possible cluster configuration as well as their respective estimation costs (for pay as you
go subscription) w.r.t. the number of the VMs utilised, size of outbound traffic, usage of hardware accelerators and
size of persistent storage. In the following table, the costs per month for different sizes of the before mentioned
parameters are presented.
Table 2. Cost per month for different sizes of cluster configuration parameters

Number of virtual machines
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

€898.56
€1123.2
€1347.84
€1572.48
€1797.12
€2021.76
€2246.4

Bandwidth Traffic
5GB
1TB
5TB
10TB
50TB

€0.00
€73.63
€369.63
€719.63
€3119.63

Hardware accelerator usage
24 hours (1 day)
192 hours (8 days)
384 hours (16 days)
576 hours (24 days)

€348.00
€2784.00
€5568.00
€8352.00

Persistent Storage
4TB
5TB
10TB
40TB
100TB

€245.76
€307.20
€614.40
€2457.60
€6144.00

FedEHR Data Capsule
1 license
€2075.00
The following chart presents an overall cost of the platform for different cluster configurations (without
considering the cost for basic operation of the platform).
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3.2.5 Personnel Plan and other costs
Taking into account that only own funding is expected, the recruitment process will be slow, utilising also
personnel from the companies participating in the exploitation schema. The last quarter of 2018 will be used also
in order to setup the schema operations in order to function independently from the mother companies. Thus only
1 full time person is required at that time. The recruitment process will start on 2019 employing new personnel. It
is estimated, that the company will reach 6 persons by the end of 2019 (very modest scenario). The average annual
personnel cost estimated at 30.000€ gross, comes from the average wages of Portugal, France and Greece
(countries that AEGLE companies are based on). Other costs used in the analysis, mostly concern the day-to-day
operations of the exploitation schema, e.g. accounting services, legal services, travel costs, marketing campaigns,
website hosting, banking costs, office rents and certification costs. These costs are charged on monthly basis, while
some of them yearly. The full cost analysis is found in Annex 2.

3.3 Costs of reaching the market
Based on the current planning the initial market entrance is estimated for the beginning of 2018, mainly in the
form of pilots. During the first year of operations (2019) the new customers will be used as early adopters of the
AEGLE solution providing the necessary use cases in order to attract more organisations to join the AEGLE
ecosystem. It was assumed no external funding is available that will enable the exploitation schema’s acceleration
(except for the initial 40.000 Euros).
The revenues received from these preliminary activities will be used to acquire the necessary certifications for the
CDSS. As already mentioned in previous deliverables, the CDSS is considered a Class IIb medical device, requiring
further trials during the next period. Very recent jurisprudence from the Philips case illustrates that the ICU CDS-UI
can be considered a medical device [32]. Since it can be considered a Class IIb device (decisions can influence
life/death of patients) further clinical trials will be required. The consequences of this will be primarily a financial
matter because of the costs of conducting pilots and trials. These costs have been included when estimating the
return on investment. Moreover, as an incentive for new customers to use AEGLE a period of free system trial is
foreseen. This strategy is adopted by the AEGLE competitors and thus it is considered an important element of the
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market entrance strategy. For this purpose, €20.000 is reserved (taking into account the current financial plan) for
covering the trial expenses of AEGLE’s early adopters. These early adopters and the AEGLE results produced from
their side, will be used for completing the CE marking process (i.e. for the ICU CDSS). Since several medical
partners are from both Greece and the UK, the initial early adopters are expected to be from these two countries.
Additionally, organizations from Spain (e.g. Corporacio Sanitaria Parc Tauli) which have already expressed an
interest in the project’s ICU results, can be potential candidates for this process. An extra advantage is that in
these countries, ethical approval can be obtained relatively easily compared with other EU countries (e.g
Netherlands or Ireland) [33].

3.4 Sales Forecast and RoI
In the current deliverable two different scenarios were analysed. The first one is based on the scenario presented
in the updated D3.3. In the current deliverable, several parameters were further stressed (considering an even
more pessimistic case). The second scenario adopts a different revenue strategy which is based purely on the
utilisation of the resources consumed by the platform, assigning a certain profit percentage for each service.
For both cases updated information was included, regarding the market size for the NGS and the chronic disease
setups. More specifically, the number of available organisations for the NGS case was updated to 2200 (from 2000
that was initially), while the number of potential customers for the chronic disease setup was reduced to 135 from
200 (it only concerns the UK market). For the ICU we expect that the sales will grow slow but steadily from 2019 to
2021 reaching overall 854 ICU beds which is the 2.85% share of the total available market. The complete sales
forecast for ICU is found in Annex 2 attached. Additionally, the bennet ventilation analytics were excluded for the
CDS-UI aligning with the findings of the value proposition.

3.4.1 Scenario 1
Regarding the first scenario, the NGS case was updated considering a churn rate of 80% (100% initially) and a
reduced number of researchers that would like to use consulting services (15% instead of 20%). Additionally, based
on the feedback received by the users the acceleration services were reduced for the ICU and the NGS cases.
Moreover, a reduced price (see table below) for the services was assumed. As discussed in the previous
deliverable, the license for setup is the base cost, while the rest of the services are provided on demand, enabling
the customer to define their own AEGLE package adjusted to their needs. All the costs are charged on a monthly
basis, so the packages can be updated at the end of this period. The flat license amount for the T2D case fits best
to the nature of this case (analytics and data utilized in the AEGLE project). The current price (€1,500) is considered
very modest as this can be increased to £15.000 [34]. The potential of yearly licenses for the T2D case will be
further explored in future deliverables (i.e. D8.3). Moreover, the T2D CDS-UI could be licensed the same as the ICU
CDS-UI. However, this will depend on the results and complexity of the analytics included. The analytics for
evaluating treatment response will be evaluated the coming months to consider whether a CDS-UI will be an
interesting investment in the future. Overall the decision on these prices is based on two axes: (1) business
sustainability and profitability and (2) maintenance of an advantage (in terms of pricing) against competition, while
being a cost effective solution for the AEGLE customers (Table 4-Table 5). Finally, the price is aligned with the user
scenarios defined in deliverable D3.3, and the estimated utilization of the analytics.
Table 3. Pricing Scenario 1

Pricing for Scenario 1
ICU
License for setup: €35/month/bed
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Nutrition Analytics:
€13/month/bed
Ventilation Analytics:
€8/month/bed
CRBSI Analytics: €7/month/bed
IEEVs Analytics: €5/month/bed
Acceleration Services: €380/24h
Consulting Services: €80/hour

€50/researcher/month
Acceleration Services: €380/24h
Consulting Services: €80/hour

€1500/organization
Consulting Services: €80/hour

The pricing of the PaaS with the CDS-UI and R&D-UI combination in clinical practice for the ICU was determined
using a combination of value and cost-plus pricing. First, we estimated what the financial savings of each of the
analytics could be for users when implementing them into clinical practice (D3.3. first version). The aggregated
savings that could be generated by the analytics provided the justification of the chosen prices. In Table 4 the
savings for hospitals of identifying IEEVs can be found for varying prices of the AEGLE CDS-UI service and the PVI
monitor. For these estimates we assumed the prices of the PVI monitor and the AEGLE CDS to be equal however,
in practice these could differ. For the IEEVs scenario the incremental costs become positive if the price of both the
monitor and the AEGLE platform exceed €3,567.5 per year per bed. The highest price included in Table 4 exceeds
€51,000 and would result in an incremental cost effectiveness ratio of €20,000 which is sometimes considered the
threshold for reimbursing novel healthcare interventions. However, this threshold and the willingness to pay for
health gains is country dependent. For nutrition the expected savings are somewhat more conservative. Scenario 2
presents the scenario based on the price eventually adopted in the RoI analysis if a hospital would include only
those analytics (IEEVs or nutrition analytics). Evidently, this would still generate savings for the hospital. In
Appendix B an overview has been provided of the influence the variation in pricing will have on the savings for
users.
Table 4. Incremental costs for varying prices IEEVs
Parameter

Scenario
1

Scenario
2

Scenario
3

Scenario
4

Scenario
5

Scenario
6

Scenario
7

Perspective of savings

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Yearly price of AEGLE

€1,650

€2400

€3,567.5

€5,000

€10,000

€30,000

€51,714.5

Yearly price of PVI per bed

€1,650

€2400

€3,567.5

€5,000

€10,000

€30,000

€51,714.5

Incremental costs compared
to current care p. patient

-€175

-€107

0

€131

€588

€1045

€4,400

Incremental QALY’s

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.22

Dominant

Dominant

Dominant

€595

€2,673

€4,750

€20,000

ICER

Table 5. Incremental costs for varying prices for optimising nutrition
Parameter

Scenario
1

Scenario
2

Scenario
2

Scenario
3

Scenario
4

Scenario
5

Scenario
6

Perspective of savings

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Yearly price of AEGLE

€1,650

€2496

€5,000

€10,000

€20,000

€37,777

€373,183

Incremental costs
compared to current care
p. patient

-732

-715

-665

-563

-360

0

€6800

Incremental gain in

0.34

0.34

0.34

0.34

0.34

0.34

0.34
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nutrition target achieved
ICER

Dominant

Dominant

Dominant

Dominant

Dominant

Dominant

€20,000

The ICU stream is based on the number of beds utilising the platform and its analytics. Thus, it can be divided into
two categories, (1) the new beds using the system, (2) the existing customers using the system from the previous
period. We assume a churn rate (returning beds) of 90% per quarter. Moreover, we assume that the utilization of
beds is 95% percent as there is an interval between the admissions of patients. However, in many European
countries there is a shortage of ICU beds (i.e. Greece, France, Denmark, UK [35-37]) and a shortage is expected in
others. The average number of beds per European ICU is 16 beds [14]. The mean number of patients per ICU bed
per year for 7 EU countries was 66 [14]. The analytics consumptions are: (1) Nutrition Analytics: 100% from total
beds, (2) IEEVs Analytics 20% beds [39, 40] and (3) Ventilator Analytics 80% [41]. Finally, it was assumed that each
bed required 2 hours of consulting (or support) services per month.
Besides considering investments in individual analytics we also estimated whether investments into the total
package (analytics nutrition and IEEVs) would be interesting for customers. In Table 6 we estimated the yearly
savings per bed for an ICU with a turnover of 66 patients per bed. However, we also considered an alternative
lower estimate (48 patients), based on the mean length of stay of patients in the PAGNI ICU [42].
Table 6. Aggregated savings and costs of the CDS-UI
Estimates in €
Aggregated savings per patient a

€804

Savings per bed per year (66 patients)

€51,521

Savings per bed per year (48 patients)

€37,056

a

Assumption analytics are required for 100% nutrition, 20% IEEVs, 80%ventilation

We then combined these alternative possible costs and savings to determine the incremental costs for a user. It
seems that at this stage adoption of a combined package of analytics could lead to financial savings (varying from
€37,056 to €51,521 per year per bed) and improved health (2.90 QALYs per bed per year and a 34% increase in
nutrition adherence). Therefore, investing in the CDS-UI would dominate current care and it will always be an
interesting investment for users.
Table 7 Scenario analysis for incremental costs and the incremental cost effectiveness ratio for customers
Incremental
costs for user

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness Ratio

Interesting
investment for user?

Scenario 1
66 patients per bed, per year

-€51,521

Dominant

Yes

Scenario 2
48 patients per bed, per year

-€37,056

Dominant

Yes

The impact of varying the pricing of the T2D platform is illustrated in Table 8. Because the price is a one off cost
and spread over many patients the impact on the incremental savings is limited.
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Table 8 Impact of varying prices for the T2D platform
Parameter

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 2

Healthcare
Payer

Healthcare
Payer

Healthcare
Payer

Onetime price of AEGLE

€1,000

€1,500

€5,000

Incremental costs
compared to current care
p. patient

-1,700

-1,697

-1,678

Perspective of savings

By de-acceleration the recruitment process during Year 2 and by reducing the equipment costs the exploitation
schema will be profitable from the first year of operation, presenting a positive NPV and an ROI of 21.33
(considering an initial investment of 40.000 Euros) at the end of the third year.
Table 9. Scenario 1 analysis results

NPV

2018

2019

2020

2021

-1,147.31€

106,849.20 €

288,323.49 €

499,189.45 €

Rate 2,60%

839,082.92 €
IRR

9480%

ROI

21.33

3.4.2 Scenario 2
In the second scenario, the parameters for both ICU and NGS setup remain the same. The revenues are based on
the utilisation of resources, resulting in an improved control of the variable costs. For the Master Nodes a 20%
profit percentage is considered, while for the pipeline nodes this is defined to 75%. Finally for the storage and
acceleration a profit margin of 20% and 10% respectively is assumed. These numbers are considered typical
(actually modest) in the software industry [43]. Based on the above, the AEGLE exploitation schema will break
even during the 3rd year of operations, with a positive ROI of 2.14 (considering an initial investment of 40.000
Euros).
Table 10. Pricing Scenario 2

Pricing for Scenario 2
ICU
Master Nodes: €0.102/hour/VM
VMs for pipelines:
€0.546/hour/VM
Storage: €73.992/hour/VM
Acceleration: €382.20/24 hours

NGS

T2DM

Master Nodes: €0.102/hour/VM
VMs for pipelines: €0.546/hour/VM
Storage: €73.992/hour/VM
Acceleration: €382.20/24 hours

Master Nodes: €0.102/hour/VM
VMs for pipelines: €0.546/hour/VM
Storage: €73.992/hour/VM

Table 11. Scenario2 analysis results

2018

2019

2020

2021

-5,458.32 €

502.68 €

30,785.46 €

99,848.36 €
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NPV

Rate 2,60%

116,724.86 €
IRR

237%

ROI

2.14

In both cases no external funding is foreseen, while the initial capital for starting the business is very low. The
complete results of the analysis are found in Annex 2.

4.Channels
4.1 Direct sales
In the start-up phase the service will be offered to customers using direct sales. An exploitation manager has been
appointed from EXUS who, after the formation of the start-up has the ability to approach the market directly.
Upon request the sales team can provide demos, Telco’s or visit customers on-site. In this direct sales strategy the
contacts with end-users (i.e. PAGNI, CERTH, UU) will be exploited for reaching potential customers. The process
selected for the direct sales is based on EXUS sales machine presented in the Figure 8 below.
The main scope of this process is to automate the creation of new leads and then the management of new
business opportunities that will lead to new deals and customers. The process implementation is aligned with the
AEGLE exploitation schema, growth and recruitment progress. The roles described in the figure (e.g. Research
Analyst, Campaign Coordinator etc.) above can be covered either by one (initially) or multiple persons (in the midterm) or can be outsourced to a specialized company.
The process provides the necessary freedom of customisation. As every hospital will likely have a different
underlying EHR schema which would require a number of field activities (discussions, physical meeting) with the
customer on how AEGLE can address this. For that reason in the revenue, analysis consultancy services (scenario 1)
and travel expenses of personnel visits to customers are also included.
Additionally, the peculiarities regarding the public procurement of each healthcare system will be examined.
Except for the private sector (e.g. private medical or research organizations) which can be approached directly
through the sales machine, the most approachable healthcare system regarding the exploitation of AEGLE is the
NHS (UK). More specifically, dedicated funding instruments are in place (e.g. Innovate UK SBRI [44]) where when
successful, the right of being an exclusive NHS technology provider is awarded.
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Figure 8. Sales Machine for AEGLE

4.2 Partnerships
During the last period, a plan was defined for establishing strategic partnerships with external organizations after
the end of the project. The aim of these partnerships is either to establish a collaboration in terms of technology
and medical knowledge, or to explore a short- (mid-) interest for their participation in the upcoming commercial
scheme. For that reason a series of webinars are being organized in February and March 2018 in order to present
to interested parties the features and capabilities of the AEGLE platform (see section 3.5.1). Additionally, an
exploitation event is going to be organised on May 17th- 18th in collaboration with other research projects involving
big-data technologies.
Moreover, a series of meetings (either new or follow-up ones) have been scheduled with partners whom already
expressed interest in the project, as well as external organisations following the project progress from its early
steps. Such an example is the meeting with the developer of the PVI monitor. In the most recent discussion
(December 2017) it was expressed that a collaboration could be interesting once the newest prototype for the ICU
case who expressed a collaboration interest once AEGLE ICU prototype is available. Finally, for diabetes large
database holders are being contacted, the first of which have shown interest.

4.3 AEGLE webinars
AEGLE organizes 2 sets of webinars for the “DEMOS of AEGLE Platform for Big Data analytics in Healthcare”:


AEGLE Platform for (Clinical) Researchers (3 Webinars)
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AEGLE Platform for Clinical Practitioners (1 Webinar)

The first webinars for presenting the AEGLE Platform for (Clinical) Research and use cases have taken place on the:




20 February 2018 from 11:00 to 12:00 (CET) – Intensive Care Unit use case
22 February 2018 from 11:00 to 12:00 (CET) – Non-Malignant Chronic Diseases, in particular Diabetes
Mellitus Type II use case
22 February 2018 from 15:00 to 16:00 (CET) – High throughput sequencing data in Chronic Lymphocytic
Leukaemia use case

The following stakeholders were targeted in the promotion of the webinars:






Hospitals (for ICU and Diabetes);
Pharmaceutical companies;
(Clinical) Researchers;
CLL researchers.
Policy makers

The number of registrations for the ICU, T2D and CLL webinars were 22, 22 and 24 respectively. The demo date for
presenting the AEGLE Platform for Clinical Practitioners for the ICU is March 15th, 2018 from 11:00 to 12:00 (CET).

4.4 Exploitation Event
In May the AEGLE consortium will host a conference to stimulate exploitation of big data initiatives in healthcare
such as AEGLE. The event will take place at the Erasmus University in Rotterdam and initiatives (this includes
international, European, and national projects and start-ups) that aim to develop solutions for big data analytics in
healthcare have been invited to submit an abstract following the following structure:




Problem: describe the health problem your solution addresses
Solution: describe the technical solution and how you will present your prototype– e.g. video or
screenshots
Special Challenge: refer to how you address one of the following common non-technical Big Data
challenges
o Legal/ethical issues concerning data
o Measurable impact (i.e. cost-effectiveness) of your solution
o Dataset standardisation
o Usability

Those projects that have only just begun have been invited to submit something for poster presentation as to
ensure that as many projects can attend as possible.

4.5 Exploitation
In Annex 3 an update is provided of all the contacts that are currently running or were previously made.

5.Conclusions
The final business strategy for AEGLE recommends focussing on three markets where the value propositions can
be offered (Business Models can be found in Appendix C-Appendix F). The value propositions differ from one
another in the users they target (i.e. bioinformatics researchers, clinicians, policy makers), the data they can
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handle and the analytics included. In practice however, overlap between the services is possible and customisation
will be required and possible when addressing customers in the proposed exploitation schema. The scalable cloud
platform that can handle pseudo-anonymized data can be offered with a research user interface (R&D-UI) and a
clinical decision support user interface (CDS-UI). The relevance and the need for a CDS-UI or R&D-UI depends on
the users and the complexity of the decision. At the end of the project the aim is to offer an R&D-UI and a CDS-UI
for the ICU and an R&D-UI for bioinformatics research and chronic non-malignant diseases. However, for both
these scenarios future development of a CDS-UI is possible depending on the analytics that will be developed in
the final six months of AEGLE and the first year of development of the start-up.
The start-up could adopt two possible business strategies with respect to pricing. A monthly, fixed licensing
scheme that can increase depending on the analytics included in the platform (i.e. price per analytics) and the
amount of acceleration and consultancy services needed. An alternative is a schema based on utilization of the
platform (i.e. the number and time of virtual machines, nodes and storage). Both could enable the start-up to
break even after 2-3 years.
Webinars have been organized to present the platform to interested parties and for early exploitation of the
platform. Moreover, a conference that stimulates initiatives such as AEGLE to present their work to users,
potential partners and customers is being organised in May 2018.
Several additions should be considered in the final six months of the project. The possibility of offering a CDS-UI for
the chronic non-malignant disease scenario should once again be considered, now that the Diamond database is
available and the analytics for treatment response and pharmacovigilance are under development. Moreover, with
the improvement of the analytics for the ICU scenario, the estimates on savings will need to be updated. Finally,
for the bioinformatics research platform, the discussions with non-academic users should be continued to consider
use and potential of the platform.
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Abbreviations
CDS-UI
CLL
CRBSI
DoW:
ICER
ICU
IEEV
NGS
R&D-UI
RoI
T2D

Clinical Decision Support User Interface
Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia
Catheter Related Bloodstream Infection
Description of Work
Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio
Intensive Care Unit
Ineffective Effort Event
Next Generation Sequencing
Research and Development User Interface
Return on Investment
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
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Appendix A.

HTA of a CDS-UI for progression

Research using the AEGLE R&D-UI may generate results that could be implemented into clinical practice using a
CDS-UI. However, considering the developments in the field of CLL at this point in time adopting a CDS-UI that
implements results from analyses of genetics data are not what was requested from the field. With the data
available in AEGLE one of the main interests was to develop disease models to better understand the disease. CLL
is the most prevalent hematological malignancy in the western world and has a highly heterogeneous disease
course1. The AEGLE R&D-UI provides the analytics to analyze and visualize whole genome, whole exome,
transcriptome, epigenome, NGS immunogenetic and cytogenetic data to develop a disease model for CLL patients,
containing for instance, biomarkers associated with progression and/or response to individual treatments. At this
point, results from relevant activities could for instance be implemented into clinical practice following refined and
internationally adopted guidelines, several signed by AEGLE CLL partners 2,3,4.
Investing in a dashboard would be an interesting investment for hospitals if the results are so complex that they
cannot be used in clinical practice simply by adjusting guidelines. Identifying associations between biomarkers and
treatment response will not likely be sufficiently complex at this point, notwithstanding the fact that the numbers
of patients receiving one specific treatment are insufficient for analysis because of the heterogeneity between
patients and countries (previously discussed in D3.3_1 st version). The scenario that fits this description addressed
in AEGLE is the stratification of patients according to their expected time to needing treatment upon diagnosis.
Some patients progress to needing treatment and succumb to CLL within the course of three years while some
patients receive the diagnosis, never progress and die of other causes 15 years later. In current care it is highly
uncertain which patients will rapidly progress and which patients will never progress. Improving the stratification
for these patients could assist clinicians in establishing the appropriate follow-up for patients as well as developing
and implementing tailored treatment approaches. Implementing this stratification through guidelines may result in
cost savings in several countries (i.e. base case Greece and Italy) and could potentially result in health benefits for
patients (i.e. 0.17 quality adjusted life years on average per patient).

1

Hallek M, Cheson BD, Catovsky D, Caligaris-Cappio F, Dighiero G, Döhner H, Hillmen P, Keating MJ, Montserrat E,
Rai KR, Kipps TJ; International Workshop on Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia. Guidelines for the diagnosis and
treatment ofmchronic lymphocytic leukemia: a report from the International Workshop on Chronic Lymphocytic
Leukemia updating the National Cancer Institute-Working Group 1996 guidelines. Blood. 2008 Jun
15;111(12):5446-56. doi: 10.1182/blood-2007-06-093906.
2

Eichhorst B, Robak T, Montserrat E, Ghia P, Hillmen P, Hallek M, Buske C; ESMO Guidelines Committee. Chronic
lymphocytic leukaemia: ESMO Clinical Practice Guidelines for diagnosis, treatment and follow-up. Ann Oncol. 2015
Sep; 26 Suppl 5:v78-84. doi: 10.1093/annonc/mdv303.
3

Rosenquist R, Ghia P, Hadzidimitriou A, Sutton LA, Agathangelidis A, Baliakas P, Darzentas N, Giudicelli V, Lefranc
MP, Langerak AW, Belessi C, Davi F, Stamatopoulos K. Immunoglobulin gene sequence analysis in chronic
lymphocyticleukemia: updated ERIC recommendations. Leukemia. 2017 Jul;31(7):1477-1481. doi:
10.1038/leu.2017.125. Epub 2017 Apr 25.
4

Malcikova J et al. ERIC Recommendations on TP53 Mutation Analysis in Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia – Update
on Methodological Approaches and Interpretation Of The Results. Under revision
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However, if this model would be implemented using a CDS-UI for clinicians two things need to be considered:
i) The costs of NGS would be considerably higher than included in the base case because many more
markers/mutations may need to be tested
ii) The costs of the AEGLE platform would need to be added.
As can be seen in Figure 9 and Error! Reference source not found. where we provide examples for both Greece
and Sweden the incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) then rapidly increases. For Greece, the previously
mentioned threshold ICER of €34,000 is exceeded when the CDS-UI and the NGS analytics combined do not exceed
€9500 on average per patient. For Sweden the informally agreed upon threshold ICER of €55,000 is exceeded
when the combined costs of NGS and the CDS-UI do not exceed €7000 on average per patient. These costs must
also cover the implementation of NGS into the regional hospital if this is not already done, the costs of one-time
NGS testing of several types of high-throughput sequencing data and the costs of the AEGLE CDS-UI and underlying
PaaS. These results do not even consider the fact that the mutational status of patients can change which would
require repeated NGS testing and the fact that the utility to be gained for this patient population is still
inconclusive 5,6,7,8,9,10,11 which could considerably decrease the probability of reimbursement of NGS in this
situation.

5

van den Broek, Esther C, Oerlemans S, Nijziel MR, Posthuma EF, Coebergh JWW, van de Poll-Franse, Lonneke V.
Impact of active surveillance, chlorambucil, and other therapy on health-related quality of life in patients with
CLL/SLL in the netherlands. Ann Hematol. 2015;94(1):45-56.
6

Holtzer-Goor KM, Schaafsma M, Joosten P, et al. Quality of life of patients with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia in
the netherlands: Results of a longitudinal multicentre study. Quality of Life Research. 2015;24(12):2895-2906.
7

Shanafelt TD, Bowen D, Venkat C, et al. Quality of life in chronic lymphocytic leukemia: An international survey of
1482 patients. Br J Haematol. 2007;139(2):255-264.
8

Shanafelt TD, Bowen DA, Venkat C, et al. The physician–patient relationship and quality of life: Lessons from
chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Leuk Res. 2009;33(2):263-270.
9

Evans J, Ziebland S, Pettitt A. Incurable, invisible and inconclusive: Watchful waiting for chronic lymphocytic
leukaemia and implications for doctor–patient communication. European journal of cancer care. 2012;21(1):67-77.
10

Levin TT, Li Y, Riskind J, Rai K. Depression, anxiety and quality of life in a chronic lymphocytic leukemia cohort.
Gen Hosp Psychiatry. 2007;29(3):251-256.
11

Holzner B, Kemmler G, Kopp M, Nguyen‐Van‐Tam D, Sperner‐Unterweger B, Greil R. Quality of life of patients
with chronic lymphocytic leukemia: Results of a longitudinal investigation over 1 yr. Eur J Haematol.
2004;72(6):381-389.
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Figure 9. ICER Sweden

Figure 10. ICER Greece
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Appendix B.

Impact of price variations on the incremental costs

Figure 11. Incremental costs when varying the prices of the PVI tool and the smart alarm

Figure 12. Incremental costs when varying the price of the AEGLE monitor for nutrition
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Appendix C.

Business Model for the R&D-UI for the ICU
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Appendix D.

Business Model for the CDS –UI for the ICU
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Appendix E.

Business Model for the R&D-UI for Bio-informatics Research
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Appendix F.

Business Model for the R&D-UI for Non-Malignant Chronic Diseases
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